Analyzing clinical case distributions to improve an emergency medicine clerkship.
Recommendations for a core curriculum for undergraduate emergency medicine education have been published. It is expected that a combination of bedside teaching and didactic sessions will cover all aspects of the curriculum, but this has not been demonstrated. This study describes a method of using the distribution of clinical cases to shape the mix of clinical and didactic learning in an emergency medicine clerkship. All senior students at the Albany Medical College participate in a four-week emergency medicine rotation. A brief log describing each clinical encounter is maintained by the students. Data from one year were sorted into 32 categories adapted from American College of Emergency Physicians guidelines and were tabulated. A criterion of 80% of students encountering at least one case in each category was chosen to ensure a reasonable level of exposure to a particular case or topic. One hundred twenty-three students were exposed to an average of 63.7 +/- 27.5 (SD) patients. Seven categories met the criterion, and the remaining 25 categories failed the criterion. Results indicate that exposure to certain categories of patients with appropriate monitoring can be reasonably ensured in our clinical setting. The didactic portion of the curriculum can be adjusted so that categories not meeting the clinical criterion will be emphasized, whereas those meeting the criterion will be de-emphasized. A method has been described that identifies gaps in the clinical exposure of students and permits appropriate identification of didactic sessions to create a clerkship more consistent with recommended guidelines.